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Federal Trade Commission
Offce of the Secretary
600 Pennsylvania Avenue N.
Washington, DC 20580

RE: Galifomia.Pacific, Medical Group, Inc. , dba Brown & Toland Medical Group

Dear Commissioners:

We have read with interest the proposed Decision and Order, the Agreement Containng
Consent Order to Cease and Desist, and the staff analysis that were sent for public
comment regarding the above mentioned Medical Group. Whle we are gratified with
many aspects of the proposed settlement agreement, we ask that the Commission
strengten several pars of it to protect the public interest.

Brown & Toland should not be permitted to continue to benefit from the wrongdoing
documented in the Analysis. Brown & Toland should not be permitted to use the fact of
existing contracts and the transactions costs to physicians and payors to freeze-in its
present anti competitive advantage. Brown & Toland should not be permitted ever to re-
institute its exclusive contractor rule with its physicians, because ths will freeze-out
more effcient competitors such as us. Brown & Toland should not be permitted to offer
its services as a contracting facilitator "for free" (subsidized by its at-risk HMO
operations) which puts even its presumptively legal futue operations at a competitive
advantage over nonprofit organzations such as us, who neverteless must generate
operating revenue from members.

1. Cancellation of existie: non-cauitated uavor ae:reements

We believe the settlement order should be modified so that Brown & Toland is required
to cancel all pre-existing payor agreements (except those contracts under which
Respondent Brown & Toland is paid a capitated rate.

By allowig Brown & Toland to continue these agreements by and large nullfies any
penalty that Brown & Toland has to pay for past actions, perpetuates the economic
damage done to communty and competing organizations, and creates an uneven playig
field. If the FTC forces Brown & Toland to terminate all existing PPO agreements, then
payors would need to redetermne their strategy for network development. Ths would
lead to greater competition among payors and between physicians.
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Without ths additional penalty, many payors will simply take the easiest road, which is
continuation of the Brown & Toland network access agreement. Furher, because of the
market concentration of Brown & Toland in the city, any health plan would be fearl
that negotiations on their capitated HMO business would become more diffcult and
expensive. Thus, they would be reluctant to cancel any PPO arangement. When such
payors are obligated to pay higher rates on Brown & Toland' s PPO contracts, Brown &
Toland can exert upward pressure on capitated rates because the fee-for-service rates no
longer provide an economical fallback option to the payor. Ths leads to higher prices on
both the PPO and HMO side of the business.

2. Issues related to Exclusivitv

Curently, the FTC is silent in the Order on the issue of the exclusivity provision that was
contained in the Brown & Toland physician contracts. We recognze that in certain
economic situations, exclusivity among providers can lead to increased effciencies.
This is not one of them.

We believe that the settlement order should be modified so as to prevent Brown &
Toland from enforcing or re-establishing any provisions related to exclusivity from its
providers. At the same time, they should be expressly prohibited from requiring
exclusivity in the market from any of their payor agreements.

Brown & Toland' s strong position in the HMO market already makes it diffcult for
payors to choose another network over Brown & Toland' , and the addition of an
exclusivity clause merely serves to increase its market position for both. HMO and PPO.

As the staff analysis notes, the FTC alleges that Brown & Toland' s acts and practices
have restrained trade uneasonably and hindered competition in the provision 
physician services in San Francisco.

Our organzation, which abides by the FTC recommended practices, was damaged by the
anti-competitive actions of Brown & Toland. When Brown & Toland sent out its
physician agreements, it demanded that the physicians cancel all other agreements and
become "Exclusive" to Brown & Toland' s contracting PPO services. Over 200
physicians believed that they could not remain members of more than one organzation
and dropped membership in Californa Pacific Medical Associates (CPMA). When we
approached payors for agreements, they indicated that they were concerned that Brown &
Toland would drop their HMO agreements if they did not deal exclusively with them.

Recently, it appears that Brown & Toland has sent out letters to its physicians no longer
demanding exclusivity. However, without a formal consent order, nothng prevents
Brown & Toland from re-establishing these anti-competitive practices.
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3. .2ed clinicallv-intee:rated ioint arrane:ement

We believe that the Commission should fuer delineate this issue to prevent what will
ultimately cost consumers of health care more money.

The Commission defines acceptable practices which include the establishment of
qualified clinically-integrated joint arangements. We agree that a certain amount of

ths does occur in risk-bearng agreements. Further, while referrals can be controlled
within an HMO system , PPO benefits are specifically designed to allow both patients and
physicians substantial leeway in their referral choices. 

However, for Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) agreements, the issue of medical
quality and clincal integration are generally not delegated to a medical group. If Brown
& Toland purorts that it will provide a qualified clinically-integrated joint arangement
who is going to pay for these services? The only answers are: physicians who comprise
their PPO panel, the health plans or it will be subsidized by the group s HMO contracts.
In pure economic terms, this leads to increased cost for everyone which will ultimately be
passed on to the consumers of health care.

We want the FTC to receive written assurance that there wil be no charade or sham
activities used to disguse coercive and anti-competitive behavior. For example, the
collection of PPO encounter data provides hardly represents interdependence among
physicians.

Furer, Brown & Toland has recently stated at public meetings that the FTC did not set
any "bar" for performance in ths area, i.e. that there was no minimum requirement for
the number of providers who agree to send encounter information to the group. Unless
an appropriately high stadard is established, it will be quite simple for Brown & Toland
to conduct its business as it has to date, but with the fuer protection of FTC approval.

4. Subsidization of PPO Activities throue:h HMO revenues

Brown & Toland curently does not charge physicians a fee for paricipating in its PPO
business. It uses fuds derived from capitation for administration services to do so.
Providers who do not paricipate in Brown & Toland' s PPO contract are therefore
charged" the same amount as those who do, while at the same time having to pay

membership dues to belong to competing contracting organzations. Ths cross-
subsidization gives Brown & Toland a substantial advantage in the marketplace and
threatens the viability of competing entities which do not have HMO revenues. Ths
results in a very real theat to maintaining competition in the San Francisco marketplace.

We therefore recommend that Brown & Toland be required to segregate the expenses of
its PPO operations and require its paricipating providers to directly fud these activities.
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5. Notices ofurouosed contracts sent to the FTC

We are pleased with the requirement that the FTC be notified 60 days in advance of
contractig activities conducted by Brown & Toland. We would also propose that the
organzation be required to provide official public notification and publication in local
newspaper of any proposed contract.

We are requesting ths action because we believe that the public and other paries may
have knowledge of activities by Brown & Toland that may not be known to the
Commission. We believe that this is in the best interest of competition.

Than you for considering our recommendations and concerns.

Sincerely,

l-C.

Robert Kiich, MD
President
Californa Pacific Medical Associates
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